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Abstract
Objection: Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC), a basic malignant tumor of the head and
neck distinct. As a famous heterogeneous disease, the jobs of immune cells inside the tumor-related as
yet missing for HNSCC, particularly in current immunotherapy.

Method: We explored the TME, TMB and evaluate the 22 TIICs subsets of immune response based on
GEO and TCGA database of HNSCC to explore its relationship with atomic subpopulation, survival,
function and expression difference and reveal potential targets and biomarkers for immunotherapy.

Results: Observing the download of GSE6631 database contained 22 HNSCC samples and 22 normal
samples and TCGA database contained 111 HNSCC and 12 normal tissues. The results suggested that
the expression of macrophages M0 and T cells CD4 memory resting was signi�cant difference and may
plays an important role in regulate cancer progression (P<0.05). The result of tumor mutational burden
revealed that the most common somatic mutations variant classi�cation was missense mutation, the
most common DNA sequence polymorphism type was SNP, the most common single nucleotide variants
(SNV) class was C>T, the variants per sample median was 78 in HNSCC patients. Top 10 mutated genes
that related to TMB was TP53, TTN, FAT1, MUC16, CDKN2A, CSMD3, SYNE1, LRP1B, NOTCH1 and
PIK3CA. We portrayed the immune scene in detail, uncovering the awesome immune in�ltration styles of
various subtypes in HNSCC.

Conclusion: The intricate connection between TIIC, TMB and genomic alterations was additionally set up.
Our paintings advance the information of immune response and offers signi�cant assets for research to
enhance immunotherapy.

Background
Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC), a typical harmful malignant tumor of the head and
neck distinct, which arises from lip, oral cavity, paranasal sinuses, oropharynx, larynx, nasopharynx and
other pharynx carcinomas.1As the 6th normal sort of malignant tumor with an incidence of over 650 000
new cases and a 90 000 deaths per year worldwide.2Currently, cigarette smoking, alcohol consumption as
well as human papilloma virus (HPV) infection are deemed to be risk factors for the occurrence and
prognosis of HNSCC.3Unfortunately, because of lack of symptoms in the early stage when detected of
HNSCC is usually made at advanced stages and the 5-year survival rate is still under 50% now, while due
to local recurrence and metastasis, which reduces survival rate to 35%.4The occurrences and progression
of HNSCC is a complicated process involving multiple molecules. While, the malignant phenotypes of
cancers are characterized by the intrinsic activities of tumor cells as well as by the immune cells recruited
to and activated5. As a heterogeneous disease, the jobs of immune cells in the tumor-related as yet
missing for HNSCC, particularly in current immunotherapy.
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The tumor microenvironment (TME) comprises not only cell types (immune cells, �broblasts and
endothelial cells etc.) but also extracellular parts (hormones, cytokines, extracellular matrix, growth
factors, etc.) that are encompassing tumor cells and fed by a vascular network6. The TME plays an
indispensable role across tumor initiation, progression and even metastasis and effects therapeutic
e�cacy7.Tumor-in�ltrating immune cells (TIIC) have been accounted for to be viably targeted by drugs
and to connect with the clinical result by structure an ecosystem in the tumor microenvironment to
manager cancer progression and have appeared potential prognostic value8. There is a complicated
interaction which considerable prognostic relevance as the immune system has a double job by means of
assisting both host barrier and tumor progression9. Upregulation of inhibitory immune checkpoints with
the aid of TIICs by tumor cells prompts tumor avoidance from host immunosurveillance10. Chromatin
modi�ers lead to CD8 + T-cell prohibition and antigen presentation limit of HNSCC11. Moreover, no past
investigation has revealed insight into the prognostic estimation of these TIICs subpopulation. Past
examinations assessed the estimation of these TIIC by �ow cytometry and immunohistochemistry
(IHC)12and are limited by the quantity of �uorescent channels accessible as well as few immune cell
types can be assessed immediately 13. A metagene instrument CIBERSORT utilizes deconvolution of
mass gene expression information and a sophisticated algorithm for quanti�cation the cellular element
of immune reaction and cell kinds in heterogeneous samples has signi�cantly extended the capability of
the genomic database14 − 15.Tumor mutational burden (TMB) has been depicted as indicator of
immunological reaction and tumor behavior16 − 17, mutation formation advances carcinogenesis by
means of activation or inactivation of genes and related pathways, in this way creating novel peptide
sequences which can animate immune reaction18.High TMB may additionally constitute a high
underlying wide variety of drivers and imply a higher-risk tumor. As is a developing biomarker of
affectability to immune checkpoint inhibitors and has been appeared to be more signi�cantly connected
with reaction to PD-1 and PD-L1 blockade immunotherapy than PD-1 or PD-L1 expression19. In this study,
we carried out CIBERSORT to explored the TME, TMB and quantify the 22 TIICs subsets of immune
reaction based on GEO and TCGA database of HNSCC to explore its association with molecular
subpopulation, survival, function and expression difference and reveal potential targets and biomarkers
for immunotherapy.

Materials And Methods
Data acquisition.

Freely accessible datasets with gene expression pro�les and corresponding visualization data were
identi�ed and downloaded. The crude information from the microarray data collections produced by
Affymetrix were downloaded from the Gene-Expression Omnibus and using the RMA algorithm for
background adjustment. Information on gene expression, somatic mutations, copy number and
corresponding clinical information were recognized and downloaded from level 4 gene-expression data
(FPKM normalized) of The Cancer Genome Atlas HNSCC cohort. Due to the histological types and
multiple anatomical sites and of HNSCC so we mainly download larynx data from TCGA. For TCGA data
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set, RNA-sequencing data (FPKM values) were changed into transcripts per kilobase million (TPM)
values, which are progressively like those subsequent from microarrays and easy comparable between
samples20. The clinicopathological data collected included sex, age, stage, grade, T-stage, M-stage, N-
stage, survival status and survival duration in days. Data were examined with the R (version 3.5.3) and R
Bioconductor packages. We use perl language for immune cell matrix �ltering according to P less than
0.5.

Assessment of immune in�ltration.

Inference of in�ltrating cells in the TME and to measure the proportions of immune cells and cell types in
the HNSCC heterogeneous samples, a metagene tool CIBERSORT utilizes deconvolution of mass gene
expression data and a sophisticated algorithm used and has been con�rmed by �uorescence activated
cell sorting (FACS). These TIIC comprised macrophages (M0/M1/M2 macrophages), 7 T-cell types resting
memory CD4 + T cells, (T follicular helper [Tfh] cells, activated memory CD4 + T cells, γδ T cells, Tregs,
CD8 + T cells and naïve CD4 + T cells), resting natural killer (NK) cells, resting/activated mast cells,
activated NK cells, resting dendritic cells (DC), memory B cells, activated DC, monocytes, naïve B cells,
plasma cells, eosinophils and neutrophils.

Assessment of tumor mutational burden.

TMB is the total number of mutations per megabase of tumor tissue. In general terms, the mutation
density of a tumor gene, that is, the average number of mutations in the tumor genome, including the
total number of gene coding errors, base substitutions, gene insertions, or deletion errors. The larger the
TMB, the easier it is to be discovered by immune cells, and the easier it is to become a target for tumor
immunity, so that the more likely it is to be effective for immunotherapy. We described the copy number
and somatic mutations characteristic based on TCGA databased and then analyzed the connection
between TMB and patients’ clinical factors, including age, gender, grade and TNM stage and we also
analyzed the effect of TMB on survival. TCGA work�ow type based on VarScan2 Variant Aggregation and
Masking. Differentially expressed genes (DEG) associated with TMB were resolved using the R package
limma21, which implements an empirical Bayesian way to estimate gene-expression modi�cations the
use of moderated t tests. DEGs among TMB were controlled by using signi�cance standards as applied
in the R package limma. The adjusted P value for multiple testing was calculated the usage of the
Benjamini–Hochberg correction22.To examine the function of the identi�ed DMGs, biological analyses
were performed utilizing GO (cellular components, biological processes and molecular functions)
enrichment and KEGG pathway analysis via R package. Finally, we evaluated the related to tumor-
in�ltrating immune cells and TMB.

Statistical analysis.

Statistical analyses have been conducted the use of R version 3.5.3 and Bioconductor. For examinations
of two gatherings, statistical signi�cance for normally distributed variables was evaluated by unpaired
Student t tests, and nonnormally distributed variables were revealed by Wilcoxon tests. Each dataset was
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handled by a weighted average approach to contrast the differences in the composition of TIIC and using
boxplot, heatmap, corHeatmap and vioplot to visualization the difference in normal and tumor samples.
Overall survival (OS) was characterized as the time interval from the date of diagnosis to the date of
death. The listwise deletion technique was utilized to deal with missing data, which excluded the entire
sample from the investigation if any single value was absent. Wilcox test analysis was performed to
evaluate the differences not only in the gene expression of immune checkpoint molecules but also TMB
clinical information between tumor and normal tissues. To recognize differential genes in the GEGs
evaluation, we applied the Benjamini–Hochberg way to transform the P values to FDRs. For every single
statistical analysis, a P-value < 0.05 was viewed as signi�cant.

Results
Clinical information.

Observing the download of GSE6631 database contained 22 HNSCC samples and 22 normal samples
and after immune cell matrix �ltering according to P value less than 0.5, the compliance with the
inclusion criteria contained 12 HNSCC samples and 10 normal samples. TCGA database contained 111
HNSCC and 12 normal tissues and after immune cell matrix �ltering according to P value less than 0.5,
the compliance with the inclusion criteria contained 98 HNSCC and 1 normal tissue, while the clinical
patients contained 117 patients and the clinicopathological attributes of these samples are appeared in
Table 1.

Distribution of tumor-in�ltrating immune cells based on GEO.

Boxplot, heatmap and corHeatmap visualization showed 22 TIICs subsets of immune response based on
GEO (odd number is normal, even number is the tumor) Fig. 1A-1C. CorHeatmap can showed interaction
between different 22 TIICs and we found the highest co-expression coe�cient was between
macrophages M1 and T cells CD4 memory resting, the number was 0.86 indicating that these two
immune cells play a synergistic role in HNSCC patients. The lowest co-expression coe�cient was
between mast cells activated and T cells CD8, the number was − 0.71 indicating that these two immune
cells play an antagonism role in HNSCC patients. The vioplot showed the different of 22 TIICs between
normal and tumor samples Fig. 1D. The results suggested that the expression of macrophages M0 and T
cells CD4 memory resting was signi�cant difference and may plays an important role in regulate cancer
progression (P < 0.05).

Distribution of tumor-in�ltrating immune cells based on TCGA.

Boxplot, heatmap and corHeatmap visualization showed 22 TIICs subsets of immune response based on
TCGA Fig. 2. Boxplot can show 22 TIICs relative percent and heatmap can tell us hierarchical clustering
of each immune cells in normal and tumor HNSCC tissues. CorHeatmap can showed interaction between
different 22 TIICs and we found the highest co-expression coe�cient was between NK cells resting and T
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cells CD4 memory activated, the number was 0.32 and the lowest co-expression coe�cient was between
macrophages M0 and T cells CD8, the number was − 0.52 in HNSCC patients.

Tumor TMB variability among cancers.

The result of tumor mutational burden revealed that the most common somatic mutations variant
classi�cation was missense mutation, the most common DNA sequence polymorphism type was SNP,
the most common single nucleotide variants (SNV) class was C > T, the variants per sample median was
78 in HNSCC patients. Top 10 mutated genes that related to TMB was TP53, TTN, FAT1, MUC16,
CDKN2A, CSMD3, SYNE1, LRP1B, NOTCH1 and PIK3CA Fig. 3A. CorHeatmap showed interaction between
different mutated genes and the results showed that there are co-expression relationships among many
mutated genes Fig. 3B. The gene cloudmap demonstrated that the most remarkable mutated genes were
TTN and the waterfall plot tell us that the gene altered in 478 (94.47%) of 506 samples as well as the
relative percent, variant classi�cation of every single mutated genes Fig. 3C-3D. There was no statistical
difference between TMB and clinical survival time (P = 0.87), which may be due to too few samples size
and needs more researches to convince. While there was signi�cance different in survival rate between
TMB and macrophages M1 (P = 0.009) and T cells CD4 naïve (P = 0.009) Fig. 4A-4B. We then analyzed
the relationship between tumor-in�ltrating immune cells and patients’ clinical factors. Increasing patient
age was signi�cantly correlated with mast cells activated fraction (P = 0.049); gender was signi�cantly
correlated with macrophages M1 fraction (P = 0.042), neutrophils fraction (P = 0.028) and T cells gamma
delta fraction (P = 0.049); grade was signi�cantly related to neutrophils fraction (P = 0.002), T cells CD8
fraction (P = 0.004) and macrophages M1 fraction (P = 0.004); T-stage was signi�cantly correlated with T
cells follicular helper fraction (P = 0.037) and N-stage was signi�cantly related to T cells regulatory
(Tregs) fraction (P = 0.019) and dendritic cells activated fraction (P = 0.039) Fig. 4C-4L.

TMB and differentially expressed genes.

We then divide TMB into high tumor mutational burden and low tumor mutational burden according to
the median value of TMB. To recognize the underlying biological characteristics of TMB, unsupervised
analysis of 249 DEGs received by the limma package23 and the clustering results was showed in Fig. 5A.
GO enrichment and KEGG pathway analysis of the signature genes was directed using the R package
clusterPro�ler. GO analysis results demonstrated that biological processes (BP) of DEGs were
signi�cantly enriched in response to acid chemical, connective tissue development and cartilage
development et al. Molecular function (MF) were mainly enhanced in extracellular matrix structural
constituent. Cell component (CC) of DMGs were primarily enriched in extracellular matrix, presynapse and
endoplasmic reticulum lumen et al Fig. 5B. KEGG analysis revealed that the DMGs were for the most part
enriched in glutathione metabolism. We then examined the connection among TMB and patients’ clinical
factors and the results revealed that TMB was signi�cantly correlated with patient gender (P = 0.005). The
vioplot showed the different between 22 TIICs and TMB in TMB subgroups. The results suggested that
the expression of T cells regulatory (Tregs) was signi�cant difference and may plays an important role in
regulate tumor cells (P = 0.026).
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Discussion
In this study, we carried out CIBERSORT to conducted a comprehensive and detailed assessment of the
TME, TMB and quantify the 22 TIICs subsets of immune response based on GEO and TCGA database in
HNSCC to explore its association with molecular subpopulation, survival, function and expression
difference. We also detailed that the constitute of TIIC differs substantially in numerous subtypes and
clinical factors of HNSCC. Tumor mutational burden �rmly add to the generation of novel tumor epitopes.
Knowing whether a more highly-immunogenic tumor consists of a right away link to mutational burden
help us understand the mechanistic clari�cation for observed clinical survival patterns. In our outcomes,
TMB was �rmly related with TMB among TCGA data, supporting TMB’s position as a strong proxy for
TME. This ought to be of terri�c interest for perspective on the present improvement of
immunomodulatory therapies and may be uncover potential biomarkers or targets for immunotherapy or
determinants for prognosis.

The signi�cance of immune in�ltration for prognosis has been perceived. Macrophages, normally
thought of as phagocytic in�ammatory cells and play an important role within tumor progression,
including facilitating tumor cell invasion and angiogenesis24 − 26. Macrophages are mainly classi�ed into
M0/M1/M2 type macrophages and M0 type macrophages can be polarized into M1/M2 type
macrophages under speci�c pathophysiological conditions. Liu et al27 reported that RhoA pathway could
obstruction induces extreme elongation (hummingbird phenotype) of M0 macrophages and suggested
that M0 ought to be important considerations in the helpful of bone-marrow-derived macrophages. As
subpopulations of T cells, resting memory CD4 + T cells can differentiate to have different capacities
(such as separate to CD8 + memory T cells to suppress tumor increase)28−29. Resting memory CD4 + cells
are subject to signals from touch with IL-7 and IL-15, yet not MHC class II, for their survival and
intermittent homeostatic proliferation30. Our results suggested that the expression of macrophages M0
and T cells CD4 memory resting was signi�cant difference and may plays an important role in regulate
cancer progression. While the other immune cells in�ltration was not obvious may be due to the too few
samples size and needs more researches to conduct. We also analysis the interaction between different
22 TIICs and provided information for future immune cells co-expression study in HNSCC researches.

The result of tumor mutational burden revealed that the most common somatic mutations variant
classi�cation was missense mutation, the most common DNA sequence polymorphism type was SNP,
the most common single nucleotide variants (SNV) class was C > T. Changes that modify amino acid
sequences are known as missense mutations and these mutations may in�uence protein
stability/structure and damage protein interactions with different biomolecules, translation proteins non-
functional and advancing tumor progression31. For example, BRAF mutation in melanoma and the KRAS
G12D mutations in colorectal cancer32 − 33. Identifying potential functional impacts of cancer missense
mutations which may help in the location of cancer drivers and illustration of molecular mechanisms in
HNSCC. SNP have been discovered for nearly all types of cancers, such as colorectal34, breast35,
prostate36, HNSCC37 and so forth. As a third-generation genetic marker, numerous phenotypic differences
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in human body, susceptibility to diseases or drugs may be associated with SNP38. Top 10 mutated genes
that related to TMB was TP53, TTN, FAT1, MUC16, CDKN2A, CSMD3, SYNE1, LRP1B, NOTCH1 and
PIK3CA. Kubesova et al39 reported that TP53 mutations with low variant allele frequency (VAF)
irrespective of disease subtype, driver gene status and cytoreduction during myeloproliferative neoplasm.
Mukhopadhyay et al40 suggested that ESR2-mutant TP53 combination prognosticates survival in triple
negative breast cancer. While in our study we found there was no statistical difference between TMB and
clinical survival time (P = 0.87) may be due to too few samples size in TCGA database and needs more
clinical researches. We then analyzed the relationship between tumor-in�ltrating immune cells and
patients’ clinical factors such as age, gender, grade TNM-stage. Despite the fact that we have uncovered
some learning of the clinical factors utility of mutations, the value of TMB as biomarkers for
immunotherapy requires further research.

In order to analysis the relationship between TMB and differentially expressed genes, we divide TMB into
high TMB and low TMB according to the median value and explored the functions of this DEGs.
Biological processes of DEGs suggested that these genes may play a signi�cant role in tissue
development and the response to acid chemical, molecular function were mainly enhanced in
extracellular matrix structural constituent and mainly affect cellular structure. KEGG analysis revealed
that the DMGs were for the most part enriched in glutathione metabolism. Glutamine (GLN) usually
known as a signi�cant metabolite utilized for the development of malignancy cells. GLN consumption
restores diminished levels of glutathione on account of chemotherapy and radiotherapy and it
encourages recovery processes of the intestine epithelium and immunological system41. Our results also
suggested that the expression of T cells regulatory (Tregs) was critical distinction between high TMB
group and low TMB group indicating Tregs is essential in the tumor immune response. Meanwhile, our
study has limitations, one is that our results not veri�ed in clinical samples and cannot provides precise
clinical data as well as the relatively few patients, another is that due to the histological types and
multiple anatomical sites and of HNSCC the tumor-in�ltrating immune cells may vary widely. We will do a
lot of related research in the follow-up and eventually translated into the development of new strategies
for precision cancer medicine. We portrayed the immune scene in detail, uncovering the awesome
immune in�ltration styles of various subtypes in HNSCC. The intricate connection between TIIC, TMB and
genomic alterations was additionally set up. Our paintings advance the information of immune response
and offers signi�cant assets for research to enhance immunotherapy.

Abbreviations
HNSCC:Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma; HPV:human papilloma virus; TME:the tumor
microenvironment; TIIC:tumor-in�ltrating immune cells; TMB:tumor mutational burden.
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Table
TABLE 1. Primary tumor characteristics of HNSCC in TCGA.

Figures

Figure 1

Boxplot, heatmap, corHeatmap and vioplot showed 22 TIICs subsets of immune response based on GEO
(odd number is normal, even number is the tumor). The results suggested that the expression of
macrophages M0 and T cells CD4 memory resting was signi�cant difference and may plays an important
role in regulate cancer progression (P<0.05).

Figure 2

Boxplot, heatmap and corHeatmap visualization showed 22 TIICs subsets of immune response based on
TCGA.

Figure 3

The result of tumor mutational burden in Head and Neck Cancer (cBioPortal). (A) The most common
somatic mutations variant classi�cation was missense mutation, the most common DNA sequence
polymorphism type was SNP, the most common single nucleotide variants (SNV) class was C>T, the
variants per sample median was 78 in HNSCC patients. Top 10 mutated genes that related to TMB was
TP53, TTN, FAT1, MUC16, CDKN2A, CSMD3, SYNE1, LRP1B, NOTCH1 and PIK3CA. (B) CorHeatmap
showed interaction between different mutated genes and the results showed that there are co-expression
relationships among many mutated genes. (C-D) The gene cloudmap demonstrated that the most
remarkable mutated genes were TTN and the waterfall plot tell us that the gene altered in 478 (94.47%) of
506 samples as well as the relative percent, variant classi�cation of every single mutated genes.

Figure 4
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Variable Number of samples %

Gender    

Male 97 82.9

Female 20 17.1

Age at diagnosis    

≤65 77 65.8

>65 40 34.2

T-Stage    

T1 7 6.0

T2 14 12.0

T3 26 22.2

T4 55 47.0

Missing 15 12.8

Grade    

G1 8 6.8

G2 72 61.5

G3 32 27.4

G4 1 0.8

Missing 4 3.4

Stage    

I 2 17.1

II 10 8.5

III 14 3.4

IV 74 63.2

Missing 17 14.5

M-stage    

M0 41 35.0

M1 1 0.8

Missing 75 64.1

Survival rate between TMB and the relationship
between tumor-in�ltrating immune cells and
patients’ clinical factors. (A-B) The survival rate
between TMB and macrophages M1 (P=0.009) and
T cells CD4 naïve. (C-L) The relationship between
tumor-in�ltrating immune cells and patients’
clinical factors.

Figure 5

TMB and differentially expressed genes. (A) The
clustering results. (B) GO analysis results. (C) The
relationship between TMB and patients’ gender. (D)
The expression of T cells regulatory (Tregs) was
signi�cant difference and may plays an important
role in regulate tumor cells (P=0.026). (E) The
relationship between TMB and patients’ grade
(P=0.064). Table 1. Primary tumor characteristics
of HNSCC in TCGA.
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N-stage    

N0 41 35.0

N1 12 10.3

N2 41 35.0

N3 2 1.7

Missing 21 17.9

HNSCC, head and neck squamous cell carcinoma.


